
EduXpo- 2022 

Exhibitions are organized to make learning and knowledge relevant by sharing it  

with a larger audience .  Taking this into consideration and keeping in mind the 

interest of learners, an exhibition with a theme ‘EduXpo’ was organized by St. 

Xavier’s School , Bathinda on 27th July,2022 .The event was honoured by the 

presence of the Manager, Fr. Christopher Michael , the Principal, Fr. Cidloy 

Furtado,  the Assistant Parish Priest , Fr.Venito Colaco ,the Chief Guest  Ms Jaspal 

Kaur Sidhu ( Senior Faculty, St. Xavier’s School, Bathinda) , the Co ordinator , Mrs 

Archana Rajput and the Supervisor , Ms Nupur . The Chief Guest was felicitated by 

the Principal and the Co ordinator of the school and thereafter the students were 

addressed and praised by her for their efforts. The event further proceeded with 

the address of The Manager who appreciated the hardwork that was put up by 

the students that showed their creativity and sincere participation. The Chief 

Guest inaugurated the event and declared the exhibition open. The parents were 

also invited for the event. 

The event was marked to ensure proficiency in learning by students and to make 

learning more cheerful. The models were prepared by the students of class 4 to 

12 and were displayed from all the departments of the school. There were 

working as well as display models that were uniquely designed and exhibited with 

the guidance of teachers and the school staff. The functioning of each model was 

explained so that they were a source of information, exploration and creativity for 

all the audience. 

A special self composed song on the theme ‘ EduXpo’ was sung by the choir 

group. The dignitaries and the Chief Guest praised the efforts put up by the 

students. 

At the outset we would like to thank our school management and our Chief Guest 

for enlightening us with their presence , knowledge and enthusiastic support. 

This event must have not been possible without the efforts of our dedicated 

teachers, students and co operative parents.    



 

 


